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Throughout his note, G is a finite group and R is a complete discrete 
rank 1 valuation ring with quotient field K of characteristic 0 andresidue 
class field F of characteristic p> 0 such that both K and F are splitting 
fields for G and its ubgroups. “Block” means “R-block.” 
Given information n a block bof a normal subgroup N of G, what can 
be said about a block B of G which covers b? For many questions, one 
may assume that b is stable under conjugation byG since otherwise, one
can pass to the appropriate block /3 of the inertia group T= To(b); infor- 
mation on p translates r adily into information B = PC by means of 
Fong’s result [2, V 2.5). 
Even if T= G, the situation is rather complicated. However, fairly com- 
plete information isavailable under two additional assumptions: 
(I) G/N is a p-group. 
This implies immediately that here is only one block B of G covering b 
(see [2, V 3.51, for instance); an alternative proof is obtained as follows: let
ME b be an absolutely indecomposable RN-module. Then MG is indecom- 
posable by Green’s result [2, III 3.83. But every block of G covering b con- 
tains anon-zero direct summand of MC by [2, IV 4.101). 
(II) The block B in (I) has abelian defect group D. 
Then it follows from [7, 3.71 that all simple FG-modules in B have D as 
a vertex; also, all RG-lattices in Baffording irreducible characters of G have 
D as a vertex. 
Using this information, it is easy to prove the following: 
THEOREM. Let N be a normal subgroup ofG such that JG: NI = q is a 
power of p, and let bbe a block of N. Then there is precisely oneblock B of 
G covering b. If a defect group D of B is abelian, then the following are
equivalent : 
(1) There is a G-stable module (over K, R or F) in b. 
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(2) b is G-stable. 
(3) G=DN. 
(4) Zf x E B is an irreducible ordinary or Brauer character ofG, then 
~,n is irreducible. 
(5) Every ordinary irreducible character x E b of N has precisely q dif- 
ferent extensions i 1 ,..., p, to G, all belonging to B. Every irreducible Brauer 
character cp Eb of N has precisely oneextension ‘4 to G and 4 belongs toB. 
Furthermore, if these conditions are atisfied, thenthe 2’s are all the 
ordinary irreducible characters in B and the @J’S are all the irreducible Brauer 
characters in B.For the decompositions numbers, one has d,,, = d,,,, sothe 
decompositions matrix ofB is obtained from the decompositions matrix ofb 
by repeating each row q times. For the Cartan matrices, onehas Cs = qCt,. 
Proof (1) * (2) and (5) Z. (1) are trivial. (2)=+ (3) is a special case of a 
well-known result ofFong; see [2, V 3.13, 3.141 for instance. 
(3) =E- (4) Let x E B be an ordinary irreducible character and let v be an 
irreducible constituent of xIN. Then it is well-known that x = cG for some 
irreducible character CJ of T,(v) = T, see [3, V 17.31, for instance. If S is an 
RT-lattice affording cr, then SG affords 1.As SG is T-projective, thisforces 
D GG T as remarked in (II) above. Hence T > G DN= G, i.e., xIN is 
homogeneous. 
Now proceed by induction 1 G: NJ to show that xIN is irreducible. Th  
case G = N is trivial, so let K be normal in G such that IK:NJ = p. Note 
that here is a unique block b* of K covering b; clearly, B covers b*. Hence 
(K, b*) satisfies the ame conditions a (N, b). Therefore x,~ is irreducible 
and xIN is homogeneous; it follows now from [6,6.19] that x,~ is 
irreducible. 
If M is an irreducible FG-module in B, then, as before, MIN is 
homogeneous. Now it follows from [4, VII 9.191 that M,, is irreducible. 
Hence the assertion on the Brauer characters. 
(4) =z. (5) Note first that, clearly, (4) =S (1). As we have seen, (1) * (3), 
so G/N ‘v D/D n N is an abelian group of order q. 
If x E b is an ordinary irreducible character ofN, then x is a constituent 
of some irreducible character r of G. Necessarily r E B, so by assumption, 
z,~ is irreducible. Therefore x= z,~ and T is an extension of x. By 
[4, VII 9.12, 9.133, all extensions ofx are obtained as ii= r12,, where li 
runs through the q linear characters of G/N. 
The same argument shows that every simple FN-module in b has an 
extension toG. This time, the extension isunique since G/N is a p-group, 
so that he trivial module is the only l-dimensional F(G/N)-module. The 
statement onthe irreducible Brauer characters follows. 
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That all irreducible (ordinary or Brauer) characters are obtained as 
extensions follows from (4). Since N contains all p’-elements ofG, the 
statement on the decomposition numbers is immediate from [2, IV 3.1, 
3.41. The assertion on the Cartan matrices follows then from [2, I 17.91. 
As an immediate consequence, one obtains the following result, which 
was first proved under an additional solvability hypothesis byIsaacs (see 
Th. 3 of [S]); this assumption was later removed by Dade in [ 11. 
COROLLARY (Isaacs, Dade). Let N be a normal subgroup ofG of 
p-power index and let xbe a G-stable irreducible character of N. If a Sylow- 
p-subgroup f G is abelian, then xextends toG. 
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